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Hello 你好！



~~~Lovely behaviour~~~
Can you share ONE amazing behaviour in your classroom 

recently? 



What kind of “challenging” behaviour do you have? 



An interesting read: Cameron (1998)
5 classification of “challenging” behaviour in school 

(1)Aggressive behaviour



An interesting read: Cameron (1998)
5 classification of “challenging” behaviour in school 

(2) Physically disruptive behaviour



An interesting read: Cameron (1998)
5 classification of “challenging” behaviour in school 

(3) Socially disruptive behaviour



An interesting read: Cameron (1998)
5 classification of “challenging” behaviour in school 

(4) Authority-challenging behaviour



An interesting read: Cameron (1998)
5 classification of “challenging” behaviour in school 

(5) Self-disruptive behaviour



What & why?
What do students really want?

→ Always give attention to positive behaviour first

Why? Why? Why? 

→ Find the CAUSE of students’ behaviour



case studies (inspired by true events)
The clever child

The needy child

The “I can't do it” child

The “no-one-cares-anyway” child

The rude child 

The most important of all is the one-to-one connection 

(positive relationship) between teacher and student. 

“...the second largest effect on student 

learning is the teacher.”

(Hattie, 2008)





Let’s think 
- Your Strengths vs. Weaknesses

- What is GOOD behaviour management? 



Tips 
1. Always start with 

a good lesson plan



Tips 
2. The first 5 minutes of a lesson is key

- Sets the tone for lesson

- Entrance & Starter activity (individual work)

- Clear, consistent classroom routine

* Always start with praises! 

* What is the best way to get your students to stay engaged?

* Ms Woo’s classroom stamps

It really depends on your students but… SILENCE do speak 

louder sometimes. 



Tips 
3. Distract the distractors! 

Scenario: You are teaching a lesson. Student A started 

talking to Student B. You asked Student A to stay silent/keep 

quiet/pay attention/stop talking, Student A got upset and 

started arguing with you etc etc etc…

Instead:

- Ask them a content-based question 

- Get them to read the question



Tips 
4. Always, always, I mean always, start with praises

- Any kind of praises?

Praises with reasons

- Growth mindset 

(not a natural ability, it can be changed by making 

effort)

- Acknowledge / Reward progress

Even more so for the “challenging” students

Do not forget the “average”  



Tips 
5. Positive relationship with students

- Understand your students

- Establish trust and personal connection

- Find the cause 

- Believe in them! 



Case studies

Teaching with Bayley 

MEP Teacher Training Films

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXhtwDK4oHw&t=21s
https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/mep-teacher-training-films/


How are they different? Or the same?

Boys & girlsResearch & Read



Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871-1944)
Experience-centred approach:

The importance of teachers 

assessing “cases of success 

and failure by analysing 

their daily teaching 

experiences” as a basis for 

the discovery of principles. 



Let’s think 
- Your Strengths vs. Weaknesses

- What is GOOD behaviour management?

What would you do differently to make a positive impact on 
your classroom management? 



Summary - top tips
1. Always start with a good lesson plan

2. The first 5 minutes of a lesson is key

3. Distract the distractors!

4. Always, always, I mean always, start with praises 

5. Positive relationship with students



Other suggestions
1. Observe lessons of the same student(s) / of other 

teachers who are known for behaviour management.

2. Share your struggles with colleagues, you may find that 

many people are/were in the same boat. Discuss strategies 

together.

3. Give “happy” phone call home



Just as cherry, plum, peach 

and damson blossoms all 

possess their own unique 

qualities, each person is 

unique. We cannot become 

someone else. The important 

thing is that we live true to 

ourselves and cause the great 

flower of our lives to 

blossom.

~Daisaku Ikeda

”樱梅桃李，各有所长“
~池田大作



Question & answer

Thank you!

jane.jewoo@gmail.com


